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Case#: NW 53074 Date: 05-25-2017
To: DIRECTOR, FBI (64-44828)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (64-196)

DATE: 11/20/59

ATTENTION: LIAISON SECTION

SUBJECT: CHANGED

JOHN VINCENT MARTINO
POLICE COOPERATION
FOREIGN MISCELLANEOUS

Title of this case marked changed to reflect full name of subject as reflected in records of the Identification Division of the FBI, previously carried as JOHN MARTINO.

Re Legat, Havana, letter to Director 10/15/59, and re forms 0-7 10/22 and 10/28/59.

Enclosed herewith is letterhead memo concerning captioned subject in quintuplicate per your request.

Two extra copies of this letter are furnished the Bureau for transmittal to Legat, Havana.

The following informants were contacted with negative results:

MM 639-S by SA THOMAS H. ERRION on 11/19/59;
MARIANO Faget by SA JAMES D. HAYES on 11/19/59;
JULIO SORDO DIAZ by SA JAMES D. HAYES on 11/19/59.

No active investigation is being conducted at Miami.